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A BSTRACT
Near-eye (VR/AR) displays suffer from technical, interaction as
well as visual quality issues which hinder their commercial potential.
This tutorial will deliver an overview of cutting-edge VR/AR display technologies, focusing on technical, interaction and perceptual
issues which, if solved, will drive the next generation of display technologies. The most recent advancements in near-eye displays will
be presented providing (i) correct accommodation cues, (ii) near-eye
varifocal AR, (iii) high dynamic range rendition, (iv) gaze-aware
capabilities, either predictive or based on eye-tracking as well as (v)
motion-awareness. Future avenues for academic and industrial research related to the next generation of AR/VR display technologies
will be analyzed.
ACCOMMODATION - AWARE VR
Head-mounted Displays (HMDs) often provoke discomfort and nausea. Recent exciting work has showcased that when accommodation
and vergence distances match in an HMD, comfort significantly
improves [3]. One way to achieve such a match is by combining
gaze-contingent, depth-of-field (DoF) rendering with new developments on focus-adjustable lenses or spatial light modulators (SLMs).
In this tutorial, the latest advancements on adjustable lenses and
SLMs will be examined that provide correct accommodation cues
depending on the distance of the object being observed in the virtual
scene.
N EAR -E YE VARIFOCAL AR
New advancements in display engineering and a broader understanding of vision science have led to computational displays for
VR and AR. Today, such displays promise a more realistic and
comfortable experience through techniques such as lightfield displays, holographic displays, always-in-focus displays, multiplane
displays, and varifocal displays. In this talk, new optical layouts for
see-through computational near-eye displays are presented that are
simple, compact, varifocal, and provide a wide field of view with
clear peripheral vision and large eyebox [1]. Key to research efforts
so far contain novel see-through rear-projection holographic screens
and deformable mirror membranes [2]. Fundamental trade-offs are
established between the quantitative parameters of resolution, field
of view and the form-factor of the designs; opening an intriguing
avenue for future work on accommodation-supporting AR displays.

technologies, capable of depicting the extreme brightness range and
an extensive range of colours, could improve visual quality, enhancing immersion and sense of realism [7]. The course will analyze
recent developments in relation to high dynamic range content production, rendering and display [6] and how this can be incorporated
in VR displays. It will analyze the challenges of introducing higher
brightness levels to VR and the effect it could have on visual quality
and comfort.
G AZE - AWARE
Gaze-aware displays can improve interaction and rendering in VR.
Recent foveated rendering methods will be presented focusing on
foveated ray tracing and techniques optimizing perceivable aliasing
or blur [8]. Gaze-controlled VR 3DUIs will be described [11] as
well as issues arising when eye movements are involuntary and
accidental, provoking frequent interface activation (Midas touch
problem). Prediction of gaze direction can accelerate computer
graphics rendering in intensive, power-hungry VR applications [4].
Research on low-level attention algorithms inspired from biological
brains will be reviewed as well as high level saliency instigated by
scene context. Recent applications of gaze prediction in VR will be
discussed such as VR stereo grading compressing 3D stereo depth
around predicted gaze [5].
M OTION - AWARE
Existing HMDs provide limited input to a user beyond the positional
tracking of the HMD and/or controllers. Users currently cannot see
or perceive their own body in VR [10]. This course will present
experiments conducted with a novel head-mounted marker-less
motion capture system in immersive VR applications [9]. The
system comprises of two fish-eye cameras attached to an HMD,
tracking the motion of a user wearing it. By utilizing such as
lightweight capture rig, geared for HMD-based VR, egocentric
motion capture is feasible. Applications will be demonstrated in
which the user looks down at their virtual self. Current HMD-based
systems only track the pose of the display. The tutorial will
showcase novel approaches adding motion capture of the wearers
full body, evoking a higher level of immersion.

HDR- ENABLED

B IOS

Currently, commercial HMDs are based on standard dynamic range
(SDR) imaging systems. High dynamic range display and rendering
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